Introduction
For every odd n:2k +le 5,\et Cay(5,,{1,2,...,k}) be the (undirected) As a result, and by means of a natural extension, a family of algebraically labeled graphs appears. This may be of interest as a source for interconnection network models with special desirable properties. The family is a sequence of graphs Gn,:, where ,? ranges over all odd positive integers.
For each odd positive integer 4)-7, Gn3 is a graph with maximum degree 3. The asymptotic behavior of the diameter of G,3 is of the order of the square root of its number of vertices. This will be seen at the end of Section 2' The graphs Gn,: will be obtained by modular reduction from a corresponding infinite graph G-,3. This will be of fundamental importance for the establishment of the claimed propefiies.
A subsequent family of graphs G,,+ (n odd) with maximum degree 6 and remarkable local symmetry properties has been treated in [4] . It is shown in [5] i,b,ri"pr"r"nt the edge colors ofactual triangles in Cay,, due to the algebraic structure of it. This observation allows us to express adequately the generalization of a K3-type given in Definition 2.2 below. Example. cay, has 14 triangles of K3-type 123. They define an embedding of cay, into a two-dimensional torus. This can be seen in the representation of Fig. 1(b) .
In this figure, the edge with end vertices labeled with 0 and 3 drawn on the left must be identified with the one drawn on the right. Similar identifications must take place in the figure for the pairs of horizontal edges having equal end-vertex labels. This is an example of Proposition Example. Let e be the edge 13:{1,3} in Cayn. Consider the traversal of e in the direction indicated in Fig. 4(a) , that is from end vertex 123 to end vertex 134. This traversal encodes the changes produced on the toral representation of Cayn(123) (suggested in Fig. 4(b) ), by means of the following steps:
(1) elimination of the edges labeled with color 2 in Cayn{123); this yields a toral embedding 4 of the subgraph Caye(I,3) induced by the edges labeled with colors 1 and 3 (see Fig. 4 (c));
(2) addition to 4 of the edges labeled with color 4; this yields a toral embedding of Cayn(134) (see Fig. 4(d) ).
The following two definitions generalize the definitions of K3-type and of G', given above, in a convenient way for our pufposes. Example. Fig. 6 (In Fig. 6 and in other figures ahead, hexadecimal notation and its continuation in the alphabet are used.) Proposition 2.14. The graph G*3 is an i.nfinite tree. Moreouer, consider the graph G-,: -{011,11,112,12} obtained by remouing from G*3 the edges labeled with 11 and 12 and the uertices labeled with 011 and 112. Then, G*3 cafi be represented as a binary tree in the plane by assigning to each uertex abc in it a left child (a,c,alc) and a right chitd (b,c,b + c). This way ( arrives at the vertex (r1,a,af 11 ) in G-,3. If (r1,a,a *rt):123, this gives a whole description of (. Otherwise, an inductive step (that we omit here) which is essentially of a similar nature to the detailed initial one above takes place' This inductive step applied fr times upwards (one per equation in (l) above, in descending order), yields our claimed arrival to vertex 123-n Example. To generate any particular Gn,3, where n is an odd positive integer, it is sufficient to proceed as follows:
1. take a large connected subgraph containing P0; 2. thet reducing each color to its corresponding color in 1r, where each color l€1, represents the class {i,_i} of oppositely signed integers i, -imodn'
We need to formalize this concept of reduction mod/r, for this and further purposes. (1) first, we take mtt : mmodn such thal 04mtt<n; (2) if mtt>nl2 then we take m' :n -m't; otherwise, we lake mt :m".
We say that mt is the reduction of wMODn ( proof. Since the number of vertices of G6 is O(n.@(n )), it is also O(r').This and the previous result yield the conclusion. I
We can determine exactly the number of vertices of GrJ. To do so, let each K3-type abcmodn be represented with 0 4a,b,c<nl2 in 9. Let .d, (tespectively, 9,) be the subset of TMC K3-types abcmodn with a*b:c (respectively, a+ b I c:n) valid in g.Thqthe set of vertices of Gl is "ilu^. In Fig. 7 , K3-type denominations included in ovals correspond to K3-types of the form aab, so they are placed solely to delimit the shown ordered formation of the elements of 0r, for small values of odd n. Fig. 8 is a simplified continuation of Fig. 7 that eases an inductive counting argument for the cardinality of #,.In fact, for odd n29 let i: j(n):L@ -g)ltZ) and f :l(n):(n*9-:I2x j)12. It follows that 0(l(5. From the formations in Figs. 8 and 9 it is not difficult to check that for odd n)9 the cardinality of a" is B(n):(3 x7f l)x(j + 1)+d(n), where 5("):0 if 1<l<5 and d(zr):l if l:0' Fig. 9 shows an arrangement of K3types, where affows relate those K3types abcwith oia<.. using this figure, it can be seen that if r is odd 23 then the cardinality of ,il, is A(n) : l@ -\l a) x l(n -3)l ql. Proof. It is a matter of calculation to see that C(n):A(n)+B(n). 
